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Financial sector has replaced ethical standards for legal standards,
says Hong Kong regulator

Jun 19 2014 Ajay Shamdasani, Compliance Complete

The financial services industry has increasingly opted for what is legally acceptable

over what is socially ethical, a senior official with Hong Kong's securities regulator told

an industry gathering earlier this week. 

James Shipton, executive director of the Securities and Futures Commission's

intermediaries division, said that this kind of approach was counter-productive as legal

standards were inherently subjective in the way they were interpreted and applied. 

"I subscribe to the view that the financial industry has, both collectively and individually, surrendered, over many years,

an ethical standard for a legal one. Inherently, a legal standard is subject to biased interpretations and opinion shopping,"

he said.

"An ethical standard is to be preferred because it will go a long way to bridge the trust deficit facing the industry, as well

as provide a behavioural buffer that will protect firms from both legal and reputational risk. If nothing else, applying an

ethical standard is the right thing to do," he said.

Shipton was speaking at the Asia Capital Markets Institute (ACMI)'s Hong Kong Launch Summit at the Stock Exchange

of Hong Kong on Tuesday.

"Accordingly, we at the SFC will be taking a look at intermediaries' business models to see if there is an alignment of their

control priorities with their control culture, along with their business strategy and decision-making processes," he said. 

Shipton said that, in the future, the SFC would be looking more closely at licensed firms to ensure that such principles

were embedded in their daily business operations.

The SFC reiterated its regulatory focus, in line with other global initiatives on financial institution culture and conduct that

promotes capital market professionalism. 

Brian Tang, the ACMI's managing director in Hong Kong, told Compliance Complete that whereas these issues had

previously been addressed with the buy-side, as fiduciaries of "other people's money", they now had to be applied to the

sell-side, which sought to raise financing from "other people's money" in the capital markets.
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Cold-shouldering wrongdoers

Shipton said that, during his first year at the SFC, it had been clear that, externally, the city's market participants did not

expect high standards either of each other, or from their clients or counterparties. He said that firms had seemed reluctant

to require, or even express, that they should act in the best interests of the individuals and entities with which they did

business. He suggested, therefore, that where necessary, firms should shun peers who exhibited poor market behaviour.

"One standard which the industry should consider doing more of, but which has gone out of fashion, is 'cold shouldering'

by the industry itself," he said.

Indeed, even Mark Carney, governor of the Bank of England and chairman of the G20's Financial Stability Board (FSB)

has said that professional ostracism should be practiced where bad behaviour arises in markets.

"This element of self-regulation has been entirely delegated to the regulatory process, which is a shame. Accordingly, it

would be appropriate for organisations like this institute [ACMI] to look for ways and means by which to create a virtuous

cycle of heightened expectations and professionalism, rather than the current standoff, which is leading to a decline [in

the] standard of integrity and ethics in the market," Shipton said. "Only by the industry taking up its responsibility to

uphold and sustain a virtuous cycle of behaviour by expecting more of each other, will we regain the industry's trust by

the public and ensure the integrity of our markets."

SFC to communicate more with management rather than compliance and legal

Shipton said that one way to encourage good behaviour in the financial world was for firms to put in place an operational

management structure that rewarded preferred outcomes. Management needed to be empowered, appropriately

supervised and given the right kind of incentives. He said that, in future, the regulator would increase its interaction with

top executives at firms rather than simply dealing with their legal and compliance staff, as had been the norm until now.

"The SFC will be increasing communication with the seniormost business leadership, as well as the business desks of

market participants who ... are ultimately responsible for management and control of a firm. That also means we will not

be relying on the exclusive medium of compliance and legal functions, and third-party advisors for dialogue and

communication with firms on matters of interest," Shipton said. 

"We will also ask business and operational leaders of firms to engage proactively with us and not just pass on

communications to legal and compliance. We will also be paying close attention to decision-making structures of licensed

entities and taking a look at whether market participants are properly identifying and delineating their management and

leadership structures."

This focus on institutions' leaders may also have the benefit of raising the profile and prestige of compliance personnel.

"The SFC saying they want to speak to senior management, as opposed to compliance and legal, actually strengthens
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the compliance and legal functionalities because senior management will want to be personally briefed to prepare for

such interviews, and would take ownership of such legal, compliance and cultural issues with the trusted advice of a legal

and compliance officer in an elevated insider's [as opposed to delegated] role," Tang said.

Shipton said that many firms had matrix management and operational structures where decision-making, control,

compliance, business processes and critical support functions tended to be governed in whole or in part by headquarters,

and operations situated outside Hong Kong, so that they were therefore determined at the group level. This meant that

processes and cultures were imported into Hong Kong, sometimes with little consideration about local ramifications.

"In the world of corporate finance, this is often made clear by the work of the commitments committee [which], in my

experience, is constituted by a significant number of offshore persons when deciding whether to do a deal. Accordingly,

the SFC will be focussed on ensuring that governance structures are appropriate for decisions and deals affecting the

Hong Kong market and that the right people are responsible officers of our firms in Hong Kong," he said.

Proactive oversight

Despite acknowledging that there was no one-size-fits-all corporate culture, Shipton said that a good corporate culture

could, and should, develop between firms locally. He said that in addition to the work of the SFC's intermediaries division

on culture and conduct, the Commission's other divisions were also actively pursuing higher standards and striving for the

protection of the investing public.

As of this year, the SFC has taken on a broader, more proactive oversight of listed companies as a corporate regulator.

"We have set up a corporate regulation team in our corporate finance division to review company announcements,

circulars and reports, and to conduct periodic, in-depth reviews of companies [based] on a risk-based approach. By

actively detecting misconduct and following up on suspicious activity, we hope to identify red flags and enhance the

SFC's role in maintaining quality markets and high corporate governance standards, as well as protecting investors,"

Shipton said.

Regulatory oversight of the territory's listed companies had also been strengthened by an initial public offering sponsors

regime, which came into effect last October, he said. He said the initiative aimed to ensure an IPO topography of listings.

Industry-led initiatives

Shipton said that although an enhanced role for regulators was the new normal, post-crisis, only industry-led initiatives

could stimulate change both on the ground and in the markets. 

"Ultimately, I am talking about a market ecosystem where there is a self-reinforcing culture of adherence [to] higher

ethical and professional standards by market participants themselves."
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